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Abstract: The financial and accounting reports of enterprises and become the important 
information source of enterprises and stakeholders and cognitive channel, but these stakeholders 
often lack professional knowledge to identify the authenticity of a financial report, certified public 
accountants audit independence has emerged, stakeholder interests, but in recent years, frequent 
violations and the exposure of financial statements with the certified public accountants fraud, will 
push the independence of certified public accountants to public doubts. Based on this background, 
the purpose of this paper is to study the problems of low audit independence of certified public 
accountants, and put forward reasonable countermeasures, so that certified public accountants and 
accounting affairs can take effective measures to maintain and improve audit independence. The 
research method of this paper is from the theoretical analysis of independence combined with the 
practical analysis, and then to the analysis of the factors affecting the independence. Finally, the 
research results of improving the audit independence of certified public accountants are obtained, so 
as to enhance their own value, establish a good reputation of accountants, and build a good image of 
independence and credibility. 

1. Introduction 

Independence is the most fundamental attribute of certified public accountants' auditing and the 
basis of certified public accountants' life. If certified public accountants lose their independence, 
which is the basis for their survival, their existence will be meaningless to the development of 
enterprises [1]. The independence of certified public accountants refers to the fair and impartial 
working attitude and independent working nature of certified public accountants, and there is no 
association or conflict of interests between them and enterprises [2]. In property ownership and 
management right separate production development environment, form various interest relations 
with the enterprise groups and individuals need to understand the business development and 
financial conditions, in order to mitigate the true information of the enterprise stakeholders 
understand the inconsistencies and interest imbalance, and stakeholders to authenticity can not 
accurately identify the needs of the financial statements, so need to the enterprise financial 
statements identify certified public accountants [3-4]. In the process of identification, only by 
maintaining the spirit of fairness and impartiality can the stakeholders get a balanced distribution of 
benefits [5]. 

However, with the diversification, complexity and development of the global economy as well as 
the strength of science and technology, various interest groups are surging in the market and 
competing for interests [6]. In recent years, as the fraud cases of some big companies in the market 
have appeared in the public eye one after another, they have been involved in the cases of violation 
of regulations by some accounting firms, which are caused by the auditing independence of 
certified public accountants [7]. In view of the low quality of the audit independence of certified 
public accountants and the lack of public credibility, the countermeasures to improve the audit 
independence of certified public accountants have become a practical problem that people pay close 
attention to and are eager to solve as soon as possible [8]. 

The research method of this paper is to first study the significance of the audit independence of 
certified public accountants from the perspective of theory, and then make a research on the audit 
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independence of certified public accountants by connecting the existing problems in the real society 
with the demonstration and analysis from theory to practice [9]. In view of the current reality of the 
audit independence of certified public accountants, this paper analyzes the reasons affecting the 
audit independence of certified public accountants, and puts forward corresponding 
countermeasures to improve the quality of audit independence [10]. 

2. Theoretical Overview of Certified Public Accountants' Audit Independence 

2.1 Internal Meaning of Independent Audit by Certified Public Accountants 
In China's code of professional ethics for certified public accountants, the definition of audit 

independence is that "certified public accountants should be independent of the entrusted units and 
other institutions in performing audit services and issuing audit reports. Audit independence of 
certified public accountants includes two aspects: form independence and substance independence. 
Formal independence means that certified public accountants have no interest in their cooperative 
units, and they are completely independent of each other. If there is an interest relationship, they 
must declare in advance and implement the withdrawal policy. Substantive independence, first of all, 
is the independence of work attitude. When auditing, we must treat the audit content with a fair and 
impartial attitude in mind, and cannot be interfered by any other factors. In the process of auditing, 
we should maintain the independence of the process and not be involved in other work. Not only 
should the audit result be fair, but also the audit process be fair and just. 

2.2 The Value of Certified Public Accountants' Audit Independence 
Certified public accountant audit independence is to maintain the market order. Financial 

statements are an important way for enterprise stakeholders to understand the development of 
enterprises. However, enterprises often make false statements for their own interests. In order to 
maintain the normal market operation order and avoid false financial reports from disturbing the 
market operation order, the auditing of certified public accountants has become the most important 
orientation. 

Certified public accountant audit independence is to protect the interests of stakeholders. The 
relevant stakeholders of the enterprise understand the development and operation of the enterprise 
through the audit materials of the certified public accountant, evaluate the future development trend 
and make relevant policies, and make correct analysis of the financial statements. Therefore, the 
independence of the certified public accountant in auditing is particularly important for the 
protection of enterprise stakeholders. 

2.3 The Combination of Audit Independence and Audit Authority of Certified Public 
Accountants 

Certified public accountants audit of financial statements for the enterprise users is authoritative, 
its trust degree is high, the authority comes from professional, professional and more on the basis of 
independent, if the lack of the independence of the audit, affecting the market order and group 
interests, is also no longer exists, the authority of the audit audit independence and authority to 
make the combination of audit work play its value. 

3. Case Investigation 

3.1 Case Description 
The major financial statements of worldcom presented false information, the statements were 

seriously distorted, and the enron scandal occurred. However, Arthur Andersen accounting company 
made an unqualified audit report for worldcom for a long time without revealing the illegal 
operation of worldcom, which seriously damaged the rights and interests of the majority of 
investors. 
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3.2 Case Analysis 
Arthur Andersen has been worldcom's auditor since 1989, providing both audit and advisory 

services to worldcom, based on the impact of the sarbanes-oxley act on engagement independence. 
Andersen collected $16.8 million from worldcom for its services, including $4.4 million for 
auditing, $7.6 million for tax consulting, $1.6 million for non-financial statement auditing (mainly 
outsourced internal financial auditing), and $3.2 million for other consulting services. The fee 
figures suggest that the consulting fees are much higher than the audit fees, but they also show the 
huge revenue generated by worldcom to Arthur Andersen, a big customer to which the company has 
expressed reservations about financial irregularities. Secondly, Arthur Andersen failed to establish a 
sound audit system and rationalize its corporate structure. 

4. Survey Results 

4.1 Independence Status of Social Audit Institutions 
The status of the independence of China's social audit institutions, namely accounting firms, can 

be explained from the competitive degree of China's audit market, the scale and organizational form 
of accounting firms, non-audit services, the industry supervision of the certified public accountant 
industry and other aspects. It is found that there are still many problems in China's accounting firms, 
which are far from perfect. 

In terms of competition in the audit market, by November 2018, the number of accounting firms 
in China had grown to more than 9,500, with 95,000 certified public accountants. On average, there 
were only about 15 certified public accountants in each accounting firm. There were 85 securities 
qualified firms and more than 2,300 listed companies. According to the data of the top 100 
accounting firms in 2019 released by the Chinese institute of certified public accountants, according 
to the data of the top 10 accounting firms published on the website of the Chinese institute of 
certified public accountants (see Table 1), the audit income of the top 10 accounting firms 
accounted for 68.43% of the top 100 accounting firms, and the remaining 90 accounting firms 
accounted for 31.47% of the top 100 accounting firms. The audit clients of other accounting firms 
are relatively fixed. Some securities qualified accounting firms have only one client of a listed 
company, and the competition is very fierce. 

Table 1. Ranking data of the top 10 accounting firms in China in 2018 

Name of accounting firm Total revenue in 2018 
(ten thousand yuan) 

Composite 
scores 

Comprehensive 
score ranking 

Number of 
employees 

Zhongtian accounting firm 238948 157700 1 3652 
Huaming accounting firm 200888 156915 2 3866 
Hua yong accounting firm 193389 105475 3 3583 
Huazhen accounting firm 178014 86073 4 3499 
Yuehua accounting firm 174071 78875 5 2912 
Lixin accounting firm 156394 74780 6 2403 

Zhonghe accounting firm 154344 46929 7 1857 
Daxin accounting firm 80083 42361 8 1728 

Wanlong accounting firm 49882 32462 9 1348 
Xin long accounting firm 40211 24113 10 1327 
The specific situation of the top 10 firms undertaking audit business of listed companies in 2018 

is shown in Figure 1. As can be seen from the figure, lixin, tianjian, zhongruiyuehua and other 10 
firms have undertaken the annual report audit business of 810 listed companies, accounting for 
about 41.5% of the annual report audit business of all listed companies. Before 10 certified public 
accountants, therefore, the market share is relatively concentrated, part of the larger firm to 
undertake most of the listed companies audit services, although some firms have qualification of 
securities and futures business audit, but the following main business is the audit of listed company, 
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the project cost audit, etc., but other certified public accountants, the listed company the customer is 
relatively small, the dependence of the larger for the client. 

 
Figure 1. The specific situation of the top 10 Chinese firms undertaking audit business of listed 

companies in 2018 

4.2 Institutional Reasons for Low Audit Independence 
From the implementation rules of information disclosure of publicly issued stock companies to 

the release of information disclosure management measures of listed companies, there is still no 
great revision to the scope of disclosure, and the information disclosure system published in China 
still represents the accounting information disclosure system. For stakeholders of the enterprise, 
their understanding of the enterprise is still limited to the financial statements, and they cannot 
clearly understand the operation status of the enterprise. Information asymmetry still exists between 
corporate executives and stakeholders. Comparatively speaking, the majority of investors of 
enterprises need the existence of certified public accountants more. "Listed company information 
disclosure management measures" stipulates: the interim report shall be compiled and disclosed 
within two months after the end of six months before each fiscal year, and the annual report shall be 
compiled and disclosed within four months after the end of each fiscal year. This also shows that the 
confidence in disclosure is not timely, and China has no perfect system for the authenticity and 
effectiveness of information disclosure. 

4.3 Economic Reasons for Low Audit Independence 
In the audit market, the appearance of a small number of false information is a huge blow to the 

audit market, which is due to the authority entrusted by the public to audit, a flaw will lose 
credibility, so that the development of the audit market is seriously hit, which also reflects the 
importance of the audit market to keep objective and fair. Certified public accountants of the paying 
party is often executives rather than the general investors, it is easy to lead to the lack of audit 
independence, because executives tend to choose the way to maximize their own interests control 
accounting statements, certified public accountants will consider their own cost benefit 
maximization, resulting in lack of the independence of the audit. 

4.4 Influence of Non-audit Work on Audit Independence 
Most scholars believe that the audit work, such as consulting services, has a influence on the lack 

of audit independence, we see the worldcom Andersen's payment data, consulting fee is much 
higher than that of audit fee, lead to adverse auditing reports issued by the auditor means other audit 
services are threatened, and that the audit work occupy a larger proportion, the public also reached 
the suspect to the independence of the audit, can't believe its independence still exist. 
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5. Countermeasures for the Audit Independence of Certified Public Accountants 

(1) Improve the current relevant laws and regulations to ensure the independence of audit 
We should not only punish the executives who make false business, but also improve the 

punishment system for auditors. Auditors are supervisors of the economic market, and they should 
fulfill their responsibilities and obligations well. To improve the supervision system of the audit 
market, government departments should strengthen supervision to protect the interests of all parties. 

(2) Strictly demarcate the boundary between non-audit services and audit services to ensure the 
independence of audit 

Engagement personnel must not touch non-engagement business at all, and non-engagement 
personnel must not touch the audit field. The provision of engagement and non-engagement 
services to the same firm is strictly prohibited. 

(3) Adjust the structure of the audit market, reduce vicious competition, and guarantee the 
independence of audit 

Due to the large number of existence and no reasonable accounting firm regulation, the 
phenomenon of evil to appear on the market competition, to make the quality of audit independence 
of discount, adjust the structure of the market, improve the threshold into the industry, training high 
quality talents, strengthen the professionalism of firm and self-discipline, improve the quality to 
reduce the quantity, the enterprise shall not be arbitrarily change the firm, reduce the threat to the 
firm and interests, so as to guarantee the audit independence. 

(4) Strengthen the legal knowledge training of certified public accountants in auditing, and 
guarantee the independence of auditing 

To train certified public accountants' awareness of legal risk and to constantly improve their 
professional ability, they should also strengthen their ideological self-discipline. Firms should 
regularly designate training plans to improve the requirements of accounting profession, meet the 
requirements of the development of market economy, improve the ideological and ethical level 
construction, and guarantee the independence of auditing. 

Conclusion 

This study takes Arthur Andersen's audit case as an example to make an analysis, which reflects 
the lack of audit independence of certified public accountants in the social development. Due to the 
diversity, the globalization of economic development and different corporate culture environment 
and other different reasons, the independence of registered accounting audit has caused different 
degrees of impact. The reasons for the low audit independence of certified public accountants 
include the imperfect system of accounting firms; The cause of the imperfection of the state 
macro-control; Increase the proportion of non-engagement business; The inferior position of 
accounting firms in society; The certified public accountant profession competition is very intense; 
Also because of the history reason our country audit profession development is backward, affects 
our country certified public accountant audit independence. 

The fierce competition also brings vigorous development, in the face of the rapid economic 
development, certified public accountants must adhere to the audit independence, establish 
credibility, establish a correct professional view, do a good job as the supervisor of the manager. 
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